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GENERAL PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS OF A BERKELEY 

MULTIFILAMENT ION SOURCE* 

Kurt F. Sch~enberg and Wulf B. Kunkel 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 

LBL#8476 

The general pl asma characteristics of a Berkel,ey Mul tifil ament ~on Source 

are presented. The measurements are obta ined vi a a pul sed el ectrostat i c 

probe data acquisition system, and in part conclude: 

A. The el ectron distribution function consists ofa bul k component of ther-

mal el ectrons (kTe - 3 to 5 eV) comprising 90 to 97 percent of the 

total electron population (depending on operating conditions), plus a 

non thermal high energy tail , which is a monotonicallydecreasingfunc

tion of energy, and contains a small but experimentally significant 

e1 ectron popu1 ation at energy val ues 1 0 to 15 eV above maximum cathode 

fall • 

B. Overall source performance, i.e. the spatial distribution of pl asma 

potent i al , p1 asma density, and i on current density, approxi matel y follows 

steady state, low pressure discharge theory assuming spatially uniform 

ion production. 

*Research supported by U.S. Department of Energy 
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INTRODUCTION 

Plasma heating by neutral beam injection comprises a basic element of 

the worl d-wide Magnetic Fusion program. In conjunction with this effort, 

the Lawrence Berkel ey Laboratory/Lawrence Li vermore Laboratory Neutral Beam 

Group has undertaken the development of injection systems for several major 

u.s. Department of Energy fusion experiments. 1 Presently, the heart of the 

LBL/LLL program is the Berkel ey Mult ifil ament Ion Source. 2 The purpose of 

this paper is to present a general assessment of the basic plasma parameters 

such as electron distribution function, plasma potential and plasma density; 

which characterize the ion source discharge. A better understanding of these 

parameters, and the physics governi ng thei r behavi or, will hopefull y 1 end 

guidance for improving future source performance. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

I) The 10 Ampere Source 

The 10 ampere source is basically a small version of the ion sources 

presentl y employed in the LBL/LLL neut ral beam program. A cross sect i onal 

schematic is illustrated in Fig. 1. The source produces a plasma via a 

diffuse, low pressure, high current electrical discharge. Arc ionization 

is produced by primary el ectrons ori gi nat ing at the thermi oni c cathode (fil a

ment ri ng), and energi zed by thei r passage through the cathode-pl asma sheath. 

The arc discharge occurs between the filament ring, consisting of 26 hairpin 

tungsten fil aments connected in parall el, and the anode ri ng. A pul se 1 i ne 

composed of iron core inductors and electrolytic capacitors, supplies roughly 

10 to 60 kW of arc power for up to 100 msec. All source chamber wall s 

el ectri call y fl oat at potential s such that the net random current due to 
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electron and i on bombardment is null ed. The rna i n vbl ume of the di scharge 

is relatively magnetic field free, although both filament heater current and 

arc discharge current contribute to a fiel d in the vicinity of the fil aments. 

For this reason, the appl ied fil ament current is D.C. to minimize A.C. modu-

1 ation of discharge conditions. To avoid formation of a substantial anode 

sheath, whi ch increases di scharge noi se, the anode area is chosen such that 

the discharge arc current is suppl ied by the random electron flux striking 

the anode. 

Experimental access to the pl asma is via two radial probe ports near 

the source midpl ane, one radial probe port near the floating extractor grid, 

one axial probe port, and a section of axially symmetric floating wall which 

can be used as an extended wall probe. 

II) Measurement Apparatus 

The.majority of source plasma measurements were obtained via a pulsed 

electrostatic probe data acquisition system. The system digitally records 

a probe characteristic and its first and second derivatives; the latter 

functions being proportional to the projected electron energy distr;ibution 

funct i on and the i sotropi c el ectron energy di st ribut i on funct i on, respect ivel y. 3 , 

Several distribution function measurements employed the second harmonic or 

intermodulation technique, which uses the nonlinearity of the probe current

voltage characteristic to obtain its second derivative. 4,5 This technique 

was pri maril y employed as an auxil i ary check on the rel i ability and accuracy 

of the pul sed acquisition system. A compl ete description and accuracy analy-

sis of the two techniques are given in references 3 and 5. 

Figure 2 schematically illustrates the pulsed probe driver/detection 

apparatus. An initial pulse, obtained from the source logic, operates the 

timing of various source inputs (e.g. appl ication of arc power, fil ament 
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power, gas injection, etc.). The pulse is also applied to a variable delay 

gate (enabling data acquisition at any subsequent moment during source oper

ation), ampl ified, and then used totriggerthe probe driver and data record

ing system. The probe driver initially applies a large positive bias to the 

probe to insure a cl ean coll ect i on surface, followed by ali nearl y decreas i ng 

voltage ramp which sweeps the probe bias over its entire operating range. 

Sweep speeds of .1 v /)1 sec to v/)1sec over a, total range of 100 vol ts are 

typi cal. The probe current is different i all y detected across a standard 

resistance and then processed by the differentiation network, which outputs 

the probe current and its fi rst and second deri vat i ves. These signal s are 

digitally recorded by a Nicolet transient digitizer, which simultaneously 

sampl es the processed current si gnal and its correspondi ng bi as vol tage. The 

stored data is accessible both graphically and as a digitized set of points; 

each point consisting of two twelve bit words (e.g., (V,i) for probe char

acteristic measurements) with a maximum of 2048 points per data set. The 

digitized data is finally read by a Modcomp Systems computer via a direct 

I/O 1 ink, which subsequently executes an analysis al gorithm providing on 1 ine 

data analysis. 

THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

Preliminary analysis of the electron distribution function in low pres

sure, hot cathode discharges was performed by Langmuir in 1925. 6 Employing 

the technique of elect~ostatic probes,? current-voltage characteristics were 

obtained for a variety of operating conditions in low current (-lOrnA), D.C. 

mercury vapor discharges. These probe characteristics, in many ways similar 

to those obtained in the Berkel ey source (a typical exampl e is ill ustrated in 

.. 
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Figure 3A), were interpreted by Langmuir as b~ing derivable from an electron 

distribution function composed of three main constituents: 

1. Primary electrons: thermionicallyemitted electrons energized by 

their passage through the cathode-~asma sheath. 

2. Secondary electrons: an isotropic, thermal constituent with a 

temperature considerably 1 ess tha,n, but dependent on the primary 

el ectron energy. In Fi gure 3A, the el ectron probe current due to 

secondary el ectrons woul d roughl y correspond to probe bi as between 

o and 23 vol ts. Note that the secondary el ectrons appear thermal, 

due to the exponent i al dependence of probe current on probe bi as 

in this range. 

3. Ultimate electrons: a cool isotropic, thermal component consti-

tut ing the bul k of the el ectron popul at i on with a temperature 1 ess 

than the secondaries, but fairly independent of primary electron 

energy. In Figure 3A, the ultimate's contribution corresponds to 

probe bias between 23 volts and the pl asma potential. Again, note 

that the ultimate electrons appear thermal. 

The secondary and ultimate electrons compose what is often called a two 

temperature or Bimaxwellian distribution function. However, the physical 

origin of this distribution function is difficult to resolve. For hi gh 

energy electrons comprising a majority of the secondary population, the col

lisional mean free path is many times greater than the plasma's spatial 

dimension and hence, co11 isional rel axation is inadequate to account for 

thermalization. Several expl anat ions of thi s apparent conundrum, ofttimes 

call ed "The Langmuir Paradox," have been proposed invol ving col 1 ective effects 

such as plasma-sheath osci11ations. 8 In recent years, subsequent experi

mental investigations of low current discharges have provided evidence that 
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questions pertaining to the resolutions of Langmuir's Paradox are possibly 

moot. Work by Rayment and Twid.dy,9 involving direct distribution function 

measurement via the harmonic double differentiation technique in mercury vapor 

discharges, have shown that the el ectron distribution function is non-thermal, 
, ' 

despite the thermal nature indicated by probe characteristic measurements. 

With regard to the Berkeley source, distribution function measurements 

performed under relatively high discharge current conditions, confirms the 

non thermal nature of the distribution function tail. Figure 3B illustrates 

a logarithmic plot of the electron energy distribution function fe(E;)lO, 

obtained by both real time and harmonic doubl e differentiation of the probe 

characteristic shown in Figure 3A. Figures 3C and 3D plot the total electron 

energy distribution function Fe(E), including phase space weighting (i.e. 

Fe(E:) a fe(E)1E where Fe(E)dE gives the relative number of electrons with 

energy between E and E+ dE). The distribution function, in contrast to 

Langmuir's interpretation, consists of two main constituents: 

1. Thermal bul~ el ectrons which constitute the majority of the total 

electron population (roughly 96% forthefunction shown inFigure3C). 

2. A non thermal hi gh energy ta il, whi ch compri ses the monotoni call y 

decreasing high energy component of the distribution function (Figure 

3D) 11. 

The break between the bul k el ectron component and non thermal tail, occurs at 

an energy roughl y correspondi ng to the potential difference between the pl asma 

potential and the source wall floating potential. Measurements made with cy

lindrical probesorientedinthe axial and radial directions, and with spherical 

probes confi rm the near i sot ropy of the di st ri but i on funct i on; wh i ch is primari 1 y 

due to the symmetry of the source chamber. 

'-'". 
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Qual itatively, distribution· function structure is best understood by 

considering the source chamber as an electrostatic potential well. Exclud

ing the anode,the chamber consists of several electrically isolated sections 

.of conducting wall; each section floating negative with respect tothe plasma 

potent i a 1 such that the net random current due to el ect ron and i on bombardment 

is null ed. 12 Source wall s therefore form a potent i al well for el ectrons; the 

containment condition being that the projected energy of an el ectron normal 

to a wall surface (E:.l), is 1 ess than the potential difference between the 

plasma potential and the wall floating potential (t.E:WELL). Th.is contain

ment condition can be employed to conceptually dichotomize the distribution 

function into the two constituents described above. 

1. El ectrons whose total energy is 1 ess than t.E: WELL' and which remain 

trapped unt il encounteri ng the anode. El ectrons in this group can 

be shown to have sufficient time to thermalize before escaping,ll 

and hence constitute the bulk thermal electrons. 

2. El ectrons whose total energy is greater than 

energy tail). Within this group, electrons where 

t.E:WELL (the hi gh 

E:..L. < t.E:WELL 

will remain trapped until collection by the anode, an inelastic en-

counter with a background neutral, or scattering into the IIlos s cone ll 

defined by the condition E:.l > t.E: WELL. The containment period, which 

for typical source operating conditions is .03].l sec, is insufficient 
11 

to allow thermalization, but evidently sufficient to insure no 

overall depletion of the tail. 

Spatially, the energy distribution of bulk electrons remains fairly con

stant over the majority of the source vol ume. Axi al and radi al scans of the 

the bul k electron temperature (Figures 5A and 5B) show a fair degree of 
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spatial uniformity. The high energy tail, however, exhibits a gradual popu

lation enhancement with increasing radial position from source center. This 

effect can be partially attributed to the high energy containment condition 

(£.l < ~£WELL) which, for the cylindrical geometry of the source chamber, 

favors energetic el ectrons with small radi al velocity components that can 

elastically scatter off the plasma-wall sheath. 

Figure 3E illustrates the distribution function tail near the filaments 

at a radial position 6 cm off axis. The tail comprises -10% of the total 

electron population as opposed to -4% for Figure 3D obtained under the same 

operat ing conditions on axis. In terms of el ectron popul ation capabl e of 

ionization, this relates to an off axis density of -1.6 ± .2 • 101l/cm3 as 

compared to 1.2 ± .2 • 101l/cm3 on axis; even though the total electron 

density maximizes at source center (see Figure 5). Hence, pl asma ion pro

duction is essentially uniform throughout the source vmume. 

In conclusion, when computing bulk plasma properties such as electron 

Debye length, which sets the spatial scale determining sheath structure, the 

distribution function may be considered thermal at the bul k el ectron tempera

ture. However, when computing dissociation and ionization rates, the high 

energy tail has profound influence. For example, the population of ionizing 

electrons in deuterium is typically 100% larger than expected from a Max

well i an at the bulk el ectron temperature. The enhancement of i oni zat i on rates 

is even greater due to cross sect i on wei ght ing. The spat i al uniformity of 

ionizing el ectrons resul ts in uniform pl asma ion production, and performs the 

benefi ci al funct i on of fl atteni ng the pl asma I s potent i al and density profil e; 

a necessary condition for large area ion extraction. 
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THE HIGH ENERGY TAIL BEYOND CATHODE FALL 

The exi stence of e1 ectrons with energy val ues exceeding the ,cathode fall 

in e1 ectrica1 discharges have been documented since the early days of vacuum 

tubes. 13 An extensive study of this effect in low current, hot cathode dis

charges was initially performed by Langmuir. 6 Using probe characteristic 

measurements, substant i a1 e1 ectron currents were measured for probebi as 

values up to -20 volts with respect to cathode. Langmuir attributed this 

effect to primary e1 ectron scattering, and proposed an a1 gorithm for deter

mi ni ng the temperature by hypothesi zi ng an isotropi c Maxwell ian, di sp1 aced in 

energy by cathode fall acceleration: 

where Vp:: P1 asma Potential w.r.t. cathode 

T p:: Primary Temperature 

(1 ) 

as the primary e1 ectron distribution function. For a 5mA low pressure mercury 

vapor discharge, with a cathode fall of 50vo1 ts, a primary temperature of .12 eV 

was sufficient to account for the experimental measurements. 

Simil ar measurements performed on the Berkel ey source, invo1 ving high 

reso1 ution probe characteristics, generally concur with Langmuir's experimental 

resu1 ts. Figure 4A is a computer plot of a probe characteristic obtained under 

condit ions si mil ar to those of Fi gure 3. Measurab1 e e1 ectron current extends 

to probe bi as val ues 20 volts negat i ve of (-) fil ament. (Zero bi as marks the 

negat ive 1 eg of the cathode.) However, as previously mentioned, a more 

precise determination of the high energy tail at energy val ues exceeding 

cathode fall entails direct distribution function measurement. Measurements 
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performed in low current di scharges by Rayment and Twiddy, reveal a mono

tonically decreasing, non-thermal function over a range 15 to 20 eV greater 

than cathode fall. The dominant mechanism for this primary scattering is 

due to a resonant interaction between the primary and bulk ~asma electrons. 

The di stance travel ed by primaries before being strongl y scattered is roughl y 

1/10 the col 1 i si onal mean free path for el ectron-el ectron scatteri ng, and 

corresponds to a pl asma interact i on time of approximatel y three pl asma peri ods; 

indicating a strong beam-plasma effect. 9 

Analogous distribution function measurements on the Berkeley source, 

employing a section ofaxi ally symmetric floating wall as an extended wall 

probe, generall y concur. Fi gure 4B ill ust rates an axi all y projected di st ri but i on 

function obtained for a background pl asma density of 1.3·1 012/cm3 (Discharge 

arc power = 10.3 kW). The resul ts parall el those of Rayment and Twiddy, and 

consist of a monotonically decreasing function out of 20 eV above cathode 

fall. Model s describing this distribution function structure for energy val ues 

greater than cathode fall, can possi bly be inferred from simil ar measurements 

in low current discharges where beam-pl asma interactions dominate. However, 

at present, no di rect experimental confi rmat i on of thi s mechani sm in the Berkel ey 

source exists. 

THE SPATIAL DEPENDENCE OF SOURCE PLASMA PARAMETERS 

The first comprehensive steady state theory of a low pressure, magnetic 

fiel d free di scharge was formul ated by Tonks and Langmuir in 1929. 14 The 

theory involved solution of Poisson's equation under conditions where: 

1. electrons are assumed to have a Maxwellian distribution function; 
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their local density satisfying the Boltzmann relation 

ne{X) ex: exp{e<t>{X)/kTe ) where <t>{X) is the local plasma potential. 

2. ions are assumed created at rest throughout the pl asma vol ume accordi ng 

to a specified generat i on funct i on, and subsequentl y free fall without 

collisionsin the local ambipolar electric field to the walls, where 

recombination with electrons occur~ For the case of pl an.ar,cyl in-

drical or spherically symmetric discharges (B = 0, 1,2 respectively), 

the ion continuity equation under the free fall and steady state 

assumptions, yields the local ion density function: 

(
M. )1/2 1 X B 

n. (X) = _1. - J G (Y) Y dY 
1 2e xB 0 [<t>(Y) _ <t>(X)]1/2 

where G(X) :: Ion generation rate per unit vol ume 

<t>(X) :: Local pl asma potential (a monotonically decreasing 
function of X, with <t>(0) = 0). 

(2) 

X :: Variable characterizing the spatial position in the 
discharge measured with respect to the center of 
symmetry (i.e., X = Z; r for planar; cylindrical or 
spher.ical discharges, respectively). 

Thus Poisson's equation becomes: 

v2<t>(X) = -4ne(n i (X) - ne(X)) 

= ~Mi )1/2 1 JX G(y)yBdY ... 
-4ne~ 2e XB 0 [<t>(Y) _ <t>(X)]1/2 

(e<t>(X)/kT e)] 
n e eo 

(3) 

Langmui r termed thi s resul t liThe compl ete pl asma-sheath equat i on" and proposed 

sol utions for two simpl ified but physically interesting cases: 
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1. The p1 asma approximation, where quasi-neutral ity requires v2¢(X) = o. 

2. The thin sheath approximation where volume ion production in the 

sheath region can be ignored. 

The proposed solutions were in power series fonn, and were asymptotically 

correct in the 1 imit of small Debye 1 ength. 

Exact sol utions of equation 3 for p1 anardischarges; and asymptotic, thin 

sheath sol utions of equation 3 for cy1 indrica11y and spherically symmetric 

'discharges, were formulated by Self assuming plasma ion production spatially 

uni form, proporti onal to the el ectron density, and proportional to the square 

of the el ectron densi ty .15,16 Since many rel evant di scharge parameters are 

.calculable once the potential distribution is known, these solutions provide 

val uab1 e input for predicting ion source perfonnance. However, for most 

experi mental di scharge chambers, a two- dimensi onal general i zat i on of the Sel f 

solutions is necessary in order to obtain a complete and accurate spatial 

mapping of the plasma potential. 

An al ternat ive approach to steady-state low pressure di scharge theory 

proposed by Kino and Shaw, 17,18 retains the Maxwell ian assumption for el ectrons, 

but treats ion motion via transport equations obtained from moments of the Bol tz

mann equat ion. Hence, whereas the Tonks-Langmuir or Sel f method deal s with an 

exact description of ion motion in terms of the ion distribution function and 

related local ion density (equation 2), the moment method employs a macro

scopic fluid description of ion kinetics. The advantage of the moment equation 

method, is that it 1 eads to di fferent i al equat ions whi ch are easi er to general i ze 

and compute than the exact plasma sheath equation. The two-dimensional solutions 

concl ude that for cyl i ndri call y symmet ri c di scharges, spat i al pl asma profil es 

are dependent on R/LZ' the di scharge chamber radi us to depth rat i o. However, 
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for the Berkel ey source where RILL1, the one-dimensional sol utions suffice 

for estimation purposes across the bulk of the discharge chamber. 

Figures 5A and 5B illustrate axial and radial profile data for operating 

conditions previously illustrated in Figure 3. The ion free fall profile 

for pl asma potent i a1 represents sol ut ions to equat i on 3 for the case of spat i all y 

uniform ion production; as conc1 uded from el ectron distribution function 

measurements. Ion free fall curves for pl asma density are rel ated to the 

pl asma potential profi1 e vi a the Boltzmann factor at the bu1 k el ectron tempera-

ture. Saturated ion current densities are defined in terms of the normalized 

val ue: 

(4) 

The experimental agreement with the one-dimensi ona1 sol ut ions, although approxi-

mate, remain sufficient to concl ude that overall source performance follows 

steady state low pressure discharge theory. In particular: 

1. Plasma potential measurements exhibit the general ambipo1ar profile 

predicted by sol utions of the co11 ision1 ess p1 asma sheath equation (3) 

for spatially uniform ion production. 

2. 

3. 

Local p1 asma density is re1 ated to local potenti a1 vi a the Boltzman 

factor at the bulk electron temperature • 

Extractable ion current density (which is equivalent to the outward 

ion f1 ux crossing the Tonks-Langmuir Sheath Boundary) follows low 

pressure di scharge theory predi ct ions, and hence is essent i all y deter

mined by the electron temperature and density at source center. 
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Admittedl y, an exact determi nat i on of the effects of mul t i pl e i on spec i es' 19 

finite iontemperature20 , and ion collisions on observable plasma p.arameters, 

requires numerical solutions of the appropriate moment equations. However, 

to withi n experimental uncerta int ies, measurements indi cate that these effects 

are minor. 
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FIGURES 

Schemat ic cross sect ion of the Berkel ey 10 ampere neutral 
beam ion source. 

Probe driver-detection schematic. 

Computer plot of the el ectron probe current characteri st i c •. 

8ectron probability distribution function fe(E). 

Total electron energy distribution function Fe(E). 

Electron energy distribution function - high energy tail: 
source center. 

8 ectron energy distribution function - high energy tail: 
source edge near filaments. 

High energy electron probe characteristic. 
A 

Projected electron distribution function fe(E,Z). 

Axi~ ~asma profile. 

Radial pl asma profil e. 
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